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sitra has been working on standardization and improvement of machinery to enhance its efficiency and productivity with special emphasis on energy consumption, machine maintenance, quality control and safety standards. we have introduced special features like, mechanically controlled yarn picker, automatic winding device, automatic needle bar adjuster, sensing devices for various parameters such as machine faults, quality, efficiency etc. to ensure maximum production with minimum time and investment. sitra has worked out the minimum package size for various products, their design, structure, cost, design and cost. this has been done for various products like end looms, ring frames, ring frames,
jet looms, flatbed looms, power looms, weaving jigs, eyelet looms, weft insertion looms, weaving jigs, picker looms, tailors, pickup looms, etc. the minimum package size is not fixed and varies from mill to mill. also the package size may differ from that for finished goods to that for components. sitra has developed comprehensive facility energy conservation guidelines for mill maintenance, operation and maintenance. these guidelines are based on the fundamentals of energy conservation, which explain the basic principles of energy conservation and guide the designing and implementation of energy conservation programmes. sitra has also developed a program to train operation and maintenance

personnel in energy conservation techniques. this training program is designed to impart practical experience to the trainees and instil in them the knowledge and skills to implement energy conservation measures on a day to day basis in the mill.
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the agriculture sector is an important part of the indian economy. one of the factors that drive agriculture is the law of supply and demand, so there is always a concern in agriculture about the availability of supply of goods.
sitra, through our work force and allied network, assists the farmers in the supply chain by providing improved technologies. “agriculture of tomorrow” programme of sitra has been working on these aspects for past few years.

agricultural growth in india (agricgi) is a monthly magazine published by sitra in hindi and english languages, that reports on the latest news and developments related to agriculture & allied fields. the objective of the
publication is to spread awareness among the farmers and other stakeholders in different geographical regions in india about agriculture. this magazine is distributed to more than 1.5 lakh households under sitra’s ‘kisan photo
trolley scheme’. spinning and weaving are the most important processes of textile production. considering the complexity of these processes, high attention has been paid by textile mills to proper maintenance of the spinning

and weaving equipment. usually these machines are operated at a very high speed, to the extent that the rate of working becomes important. more power means more speed, which in turn makes it necessary to design the
machines in such a way that they can be operated at maximum speed without exceeding the maximum rated speed, so as to avoid any risk of damage to the spinning or weaving machinery. further, sudden loads in either

direction can affect the speed. maintenance of these machines includes replacement of missing parts, and regular cleaning of all the surfaces of the machine. 5ec8ef588b
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